6th Grade Student Survey
Q1:

Do you like coming to school?
34.20%
65.80%
41 students
79 students
No
Yes

Q2:

Do you feel your teachers care about you?
15%
85%
18 students
102 students
No
Yes

Q4:

Do your teachers make you feel that you are doing a good job?
29.20%
0.80%
70%
35 students
1 student
84 students
Always
Never
Sometimes

Q5:

If you have a problem at school, do you feel comfortable talking to an adult?
22.50%
15.80%
61.70%
27 students
19 students 74 students
Always
Never
Sometimes

Q6:

On a scale of 1-5, do you feel that your teachers are providing you with learning
experiences that prepare you for next year? (5 = most ready)
1.70%
14.20%
59.20%
25%
2 students
17 students 71 students 30 students
2
3
4
5

Q7:

Did you like having Advisory every day?
23.30%
76.70%
28 students
92 students
No
Yes
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What do you like the most about school?
I can stay after to get help.
I like lunch the most because it's the best time to socialize with friends that aren't usually in your class.
The cleaness
I like being able to see my friends in person and meet new people.
I like music the most.
I like the time away from my family so I can spend it with my friends.
lunch
lunch
I like gym class and the field trips the most about school.
I like art class gym and lunch and sometimes like my other classes.
Gym class
I like the freedom of Middle School the most because you are free to choose the clubs you want to go to, you
also have more of a voice than 5th Grade and below. I also just like the more specific topics in general.
I like how the teachers help you and how we have more responsibility.
I like seeing all my friends and teachers. I also like our specials.
What I like about school is being able to see my friends and teachers.
I like seeing my friends and doing all of the fun projects.
That i get to see all of my friends and get to spend time with people.
Seeing my friends is what I most like about school.
I like hanging out with my friends at lunch and when we get to go outside in seventh period.
I like how the teachers communicate with like an equal when talking 1 to 1.
I like that you get to see your friends and hang out and talk an do work. Sometimes we get partners but i am fine
with not having all the time because we talk an do work at the same time.
Getting to see my friends and work with them.
The labs and activities the school puts on for us.
I like the extended lunches, and the outdoor option. Giving us more freedom.
Social Studies
I like coming to school and seeing all of my friends everyday.
Dismissal
I like how new and clean it is.
Lunch and advisement
Lunch
Dissmissal
Learning new things and meeting new people and teachers.
I like having 7 teachers and 7 periods so were not in the same room the whole day like elementary.
The third Period special.
I like seeing my friends
What I like most about our school is that we don't have to wear uniforms.
my friends and XXX
my favorite period in school is 7th period
I like fun occasions, friends, and learning things that won"t stress me out.
art
3rd period
I like that the teachers put time and effort into teaching us. The teachers try to make learning as easy and fun as
possible. I also like that I get to see my friends when I come here because that way I am not the only kid going to
Seeing my friends during lunch and advisory.
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Mostly I like socializing with my friendsand chatting with people I want to know better.
My favorite thing about school is seeing my friends. Everyday I come to school and I'm (usually) able to see all
my friends. I also enjoy hands-on activities and feild trips because you aren't just trapped in a classroom writing
i like it how there are fun and educational projects we can do
I like seeing my friends before school in the cafeteria because we don't have classes together, and I also like that
we take field trips once in a while, the Teen's Night Outs are amazing as well. Another thing in this school has to
do with bullying. Bullying is about being mean to someone every day. Once you tell a teacher, or any adult in the
Math
Fun STEM activities.
Being allowed to talk to our friends.
History
Lunch
My friends.
Special, that we can relax a bit.
The hands on activities
Socializing with my friends.
I liked special a lot they were fun to switch, i also liked 7th period i liked that too.
I like learning new things the most.
lunch, people to talk to
I like being with my friends and lunch and playing sports after school.
Feeling like I'm good at something
I like learning new things about each subject. I also like being able to see my friends.
Gym
XXX's class
Only art class.
Hanging out with my friends and making funny jokes with XXX
I liked that we had more clubs and after school opportunities. I also liked the field trips and the rotating teachers.
My favorite field trip was going to the Stadium Theater and the Roger William Zoo.
I like most about school is all the different subjects
I like being able to switch classes and go to different teachers. I like being able to come to school and see my
friends, and I also like how you can stay after for clubs and after school help with teachers.
That all my friends are here and that I get to learn history.
Seeing my friends on a daily basis
the specials and how independent we can be
The after school clubs
nothing
socializing
I like the teachers
How every student is very close and almost everybody gets along
learning or lunch
Gym and lunch
I like that we switch classes now because we get a short break in between learning.
My Friends.
some teachers and some kids here cause they are able to make your day better.
Learning new things that I could use out side of school.
Leaving
seeing my friends and learning new things.
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I like it when we sometimes learn in a fun way.
I like seeing friends.
That we get to have different teachers for each class.
social studies because it is history and i think history is very interesting because it tells you about another time, a
I like when we do fun activities to learn more abut the topic
I like the teachers.
The Gym Class.
I like learning about math.
You get to hang out with you friends.
What I like about school is that all of the people are friendly and welcoming.
Seeing my friends everyday and hanging out with them in my classes.
I like that we get to learn new things and spend time with friends.
Lunch
Chorus Class
What I like most about school is taking tests.
I like when we go on trips
What I like most about school is coming to do things with my friends.
I like to come to come to school and see all my friends and talk to the teachers.
7th period class(es).
I like that we are able to talk to our friends at the beginning of the school day in the lunch room. I also like the
morning in the lunch room because it gives you time to get your brain moving in the morning without doing
I really like field trips because they are fun and you learn through experience.
What I like the most about school is coming and feeling like I can trust the teachers.
I like the teachers.
I like seeing my friends and doing projects
My favorite subject is math.
I like seeing my friends and reading.
I like XXX's English class period 1 because i like going to his class first and he is my favorite teacher.
I enjoy learning new information, as opposed to reviewing previously learned information.
I like how everyone at this school is kind. Everyone mostly gets along, and all the teachers care and are very nice
to you. I also like how many activities we get to participate in. Whether its school events, like Mini Olympics, or
lunch
I like that in academic support we get academic support to homework.
going home early then the Elementary school.
Art
I like science.
lunch
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What was the best learning experience, activity, or project you had this year in school? Explain your reason.
I liked art.
I liked the last essay that we did in XXX's class because I feel like it gives you the most freedom with any project.
I liked the stem projects
I liked the after-school clubs. They were fun to participate in and also allowed for a laid back environment in a
I enjoyed doing XXX's storyboardthat project and I enjoyed it because we could write our own story and scenario
I enjoyed Stem because I was with my friends the whole time.
I think this year the best project was the children book and how we had to make it all by our self but then we
The history assignment because I liked how we got to pick are sudject
The best project that I've done this year is the roller coasters in math ,but I'm still not done with it.
we made roller coasters in math and its really fun.
I think the best learning experience was in the Stem week program cause we learned tons of stuff while still
The best learning experience I had during the year was the prehistoric tools because you could build an object
I liked XXX's marble track final project. I liked this because we get to work together and be creative.
I thought that the English essay for the bread winner was the best learning experience because i learned a lot
I think the STEM project was the best learning experience because we got to learn about engineering and more.
I think the roller coaster in math at the end of the year was very fun and challenging. We have to build a roller
coaster that is fully completed, with 5 people in each group. This is a fun, team building activity that requires
The best learning experience was STEM week because i got to hang around with all my friends and we got to do
I think the project in XXX's class gave us the most learning experience because he showed us how other projects
My hatchet essay because I did really well on it and it was fun to write.
XXX's end of the year project told me a lot more about Egyptian society and allowed me to use skills from other
The best learning experience is probably the rolar coaster project Because we get to do it with friend and every
The best project is XXX's last project of the year. I like it because it lets us have a story about anything, and we
can make it up. It has minimal guidelines which I like because it gives us a range of options to choose from.
I was really looking forward to dissecting frogs, and I am really upset that, that was taking away from us.
I liked science a/p because we learned about the human body and how it works. But I am disapointed with not
having the frog dissection in the school at all. Especially not in high school.
The early human technology project. I picked this because it provided an example of what we could expect for
The roller coaster project. I really like it because it is a lot of fun.
Physical education
I liked stem week, because it gave us team working skills and we learned alot.
Stem week
Paper roller coasters Because i want more projects that are fun and have you just do it no writing
The lunar colonies project Because It was fun and there were alot of requirerments but it was like you had a
My favorite was the story board in XXX's class and the paper roll coaster in XXX's.
My favorite was paper roller coasters in math because i love roller coasters and it was very fun.
I think it would be the stem project.
I liked stem because I liked the space
I think it was stem week. This was my favorite activity because you have to work people with people and you
The roller coaster in math
the projects in history because it taught me more about Mayan history
I think the best activity was building the roller coasters in math. It was fun because it made my favorite period of
I like the roller coasters in math because I really like to build things.
i don't have one
My favorite learning experience was STEM week. This was my favorite experience because there was different
topics in it and at the end we all got to make a model of the moon how we wanted to make the moon look.
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Roller coasters because it helped me learn about architecture which I hadn't known much about before this
I like the experience that we get for many cituations and for normal life.
The best learning experience I had was the paper roller coaster project in XXX's class. This was because I was
able to work with my friends to solve problems and engineer a fun design. This project was a fun way to end the
year, and was very hands-on and creative. I liked seeing how everyone's project was different, and solving the
i liked stem week because i feel like it was a fun project to do and we learned a lot about engineering and the
I love the activity we're doing in math as of right now. The activity is building a roller coaster out of paper. I like
Paper roller costers. thay are fun to build and enginer.
The STEM week lunar colonies.
The best learning activity was when XXX gave us the end of the year project on any civilization we learned about.
The marble paper coaster because it is fun to build.
The roller coaster in math, it was not very academic, i worked with my friends, and it was very fun.
Paper roller coasters because it is showing the important's of team work and you can have with your friends.
Stem week. I liked this because it let us have fun and learn about lots of science stuff. It was a win - win
The peanut butter and jelly lab because it was fun and showed that sometimes you need to be exact with your
I think I really liked the English story project where you created your own story, I liked this because you got to be
STEM i felt like i learned a lot but. With XXX i felt like i learned more
I liked STEM week because we got a break from school work, but still got to learn.
STEM week because we learned more about the moon than we have in the past 2 years.
My favorite learning experience was in science working in labs with partners all round all of them were fun, or
getting off topic but still learning things we weren't learning in class at the time but were in future years.
I really liked STEM week because even before this I liked STEM activities, and I learned a lot of interesting things
i liked reading Breadwinner with XXX and watching the movie because I thought it was very interesting and fun
The final social studies project because I learned to never give up.
I liked XXX's marble race track thing we are making its fun
Probably the final project for XXX because i learned way more about West African Art by myself.
I really liked the STEM but the only thing i didn't like about it was that we didn't get to dissect frogs or do hatchet
I think the best learning experience I had this school year was in XXX's history class, learning how to read with
purpose and actually read the passage, verse scavenging for the answers. My reasoning for this is that we are
Roller coasters in Math because it helped improve team building and using what we learned like gravity to know
how much weight a paper beam cold hold and using out skills in math,science and more.
I think the project that had the best learning experience that we have done this year is the social studies project
where we had to create a book, new report, rap, etc. because I definitely have learned more about African
My most fun I had learning this year was when we did the end of the year project in XXX's
My best learning experience was the toothpaste assignment.
the writing our own story in English because you don't have restrictions
the mar bell track project because i like to build.
gym because it was fun
stem week because we learned all about space and engineering
Stem week, we had to work with partners to finish these projects and tasks.
Paper roller coasters in XXX's class. I love this project, I love being able to work with my hands and problem
Mine was STEM.
I liked stem week because we got to do a lot of experiments.
I really liked doing narrative essays because it allowed for us to pick what we wanted to happen and it was a
little free. We were able to pick new characters and I feel it made most children proud of producing their own
I liked stem week.
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stem week because i got to know more people and it was fun to make. i also was able to think deeper about how
that could be possible. it also taught me about space like there is no sound and stuff like that.
Learning how to write a formal letter to someone. My reason for this is that I feel like I will need to write some
Anatomy, it is interesting.
The best project we did this year was probally the stem week activity or the paper roller coaster project because
we got to do it in groups to improve our group skills and working together skills.
My favorite project in school was the project where you could pick your favorite subject/topic and type in
information and make a presentation to teach others with in Computers. If it was a presentation but you had a
The best activity we did this year has been the paper roller coasters. I think this because it teaches you to work
I liked that we had stem week because I learned a lot.
ancient Egypt because it was very interesting how the Egyptians lived there lives.
The best activity we have done is stem week. I liked how there were activitys to make the boring stuff more fun
and exiting. I also liked the project we did at the end, it was different then any other project I have done.
STEM week because it had a lot of fun activities in it.
Stem Week.
I think the best project this year was the cell project in science, because it really helped me understand how a
Going on the field trip
My favorite project was mummifying chickens.
I liked the research project for XXX's class. I like this because we got to choose which kind of project we wanted
The best project/activity in my opinion was stem week. I liked how we had to solve challenges and continue on
like that for a whole week. It was fun how we had to come up with ideas created by your team which then would
field trips
I'd say the roller coaster project in math. It taught me many things, teamwork, building skills, architecture, etc.
The best learning experience I had this year was STEM week, because I got to work with new people and a have
really liked mummifying chickens in XXX's room because it gave you a feel for what it was like to be the
I think the best learning experience for me is doing activities and projects because they are fun and I learn at the
STEM was the best learning activty. Even though I did not like it and I thought it was boring it still helped. This
I liked STEM week because it gave us a chance to work on realistic problems with others (though, you might only
face them if you go to school for space exploration and/or astronomy). The downside is that we weren't able to
dissect or have Hatchet Day because of Stem week, which I wish we still had. Many of us will never get to dissect
because of this, and Hatchet Day would be a fun way to learn about how to survive in the wilderness. Overall,
I think the best activity in this school year is stem week.
Personally I really liked stem week because it was fun and taught me a few things about space. Also because it
had us working in a low stress environment of school because you didn't have to worry about grades.
The best project I had this year was the roller coaster one in math class. I really felt this project explained how
I would say the Mummy project in social studies because you got to work with raw chicken and its not like you
had a choice to do it and I liked working with others that did the same thing so I felt comfortable.
I really liked doing the raisin lab in science in XXX's
My favorite project was stem week because we got to watch a movie and do science about something I am
interested in (NASA going back to the moon to stay). Also in stem week we got to do it ourselves instead of
I liked doing the labs in science class because I liked how the activitys were hands on and how they were fun to
I think that the greatest learning expirience was the end of the year history project.
I think the increased homework forced me to think about time management and priority, especially the end-ofMy favorite experience was probably our many field trips, or maybe the roller coaster project in math. When on
field trips, we get to take a mental break to relax ourselves from all the new information we learn everyday in
school. The roller coaster project was very fun because we got to learn how to work better together. We learned
more about trial and error, and that if we want something we have to work for it. Although, I think going to Red
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stem
I liked roller coaster project because it was fun to watch the marble go down and to work as a team.
I like XXX early man prehistory
Hands on because I need hands on.
I like the science show and zoo field trip.
stem because it is the most hands on luring.
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What is one thing that you know you improved on academically?
Math.
English.
My English
Everything. I thought that I improved in all of my subjects throughout the year.
I used to be bad at English and now I'm better at English.
One thing I improved on academically is art, that's not academic, but that's my favorite.
Reading and Writing
English
I know I've improved at social studies because the grades show
English
I definitely improved on English greatly this year.
I greatly improved my math academically.
I know that I have improved in Science. Because I have learned so much.
I improved a lot in english.
I think I improved a lot in English because I had a hard time learning some things, but now I think I know all of it.
Social Studies
Writing and Reading
I improved in English in general.
Taking notes and working in groups.
My writing has become much better. I used to just struggle doing something this now its super easy.
I know that i need to improve on English
I know I've improved my English skills this year.
This year I learned about science.
I do not think I improved much at all, but I learned a lot.
I improved in taking notes
English. I used to not be the best at English stuff, but I think I improved.
Handwriting
spelling
English because the sixth grade has very good teachers
English
english
My quiz and test grade in XXX's class.
I improved on studying for tests and quizes.
In computers
I improved in English
English, when I kept improving on my essays.
Science class
science
I think I improved on doing homework earlier in the day, rather than stressing at night.
Math
learning how to study
I know that I improved on my studying skills. I have learned how to study without just memorizing the definition
I improved on my typing tons because I used to only use two fingers for typing and now I am using all my fingers
I impoved in Scince because I am not very good at being specific and stating every fact.
I definetly improved in math, because before this year I really struggled to solve math problems, but the way our
math class was taught really helped me learn how to solve the problems.
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i feel like i improved on math
I definitely improved on Math. In the beginning of the year, I had a terrible grade in math. I had a 60%. Now, at
the end of the year, I have a 93%. This is unbelievable to me, and I love my grade.
English
Math
Math
English
Knowing types of verbs.
I improved in science because before this year i hated science and new almost nothing about it.
Science. I was never good at, and now I am.
Math
I think I improved on adjusting to things, like middle school and overall a whole place.
I know i improved in math
I improved on taking notes and paying attention more.
science
I improved on English because my elementary teachers didn't teach us that much ELA.
Science. I used to be bad at science but I feel I have done well this year.
I definitely improved in English because I was very confused in fifth grade english. XXX helped a lot to explain
I improved on learning about the body in science
math
Math
English
Science
History
I definitely improved on English this year because I struggle in English and XXX has helped me improve my
writing and sentence structure and many more things and I'm very grateful that I did get better at English.
Math
Geography and maps
paying attention
math
All classes
English
I think I improved on math
Math
Math,like division.
English is a subject that I made major improvements in.
I know I improved a lot in English because it was one of the few classes that always challenged me.
My Math.
human body and more science stuff like that.
Typing
Science
Talking out more because i am quite to some people i don't know. And answering more questions if i know the
Math
I improved on my writing a lot.
I improved on studying more, and taking notes.
math because first i wasn't doing good in math but this year i really improved on my math skills.
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I think they I have Improved in math. Last year math was confusing and hard, but this year it is a lot easier for
Typing.
History.
I improved mostly in English.
Math
I feel Like my writing improved
Taking notes in the correct format when working in a textbook.
I improved studying by doing it over and over again. It helped me get better grades and to memorize things
fractions
Writing Essays. I used the have to write from several points of view, and sixth grade English has helped me with
One thing I improved on academically over the course of this year was reading and writing. I really improved
because I had read a lot more book this year including the ones we read in school.
I think I have improved on my writing skills and test taking.
I have noticed I have improved in all subjects, but I have improved greatly in math.
I have improved in all subjects ,but overall I would say I improved most in my reading/writing skills.
I improved on writing essays, and I learned how to use MLA format.
I know that I improved with the way I study for all the tests and quizzes.
I feel like I improved on taking notes and writing, and those helped me get through 6th grade.
One thing I have improved academically is my reading and English.
I improved in math because most of the stuff XXX was talking about made sense
I feel I have improved with taking notes and writing summery
I know I improved in all of the subjects. I know this because I could explain how the body works, everything in a
sentence, the ancient world, how to do basic algebra or do it, or even how a computer works.
I thinked that I have improved my math skills.
I improved on writing essays and on a lot of english stuff because XXX is a great english teacher.
I have improved on written questions and essay writing. I have also improved on perseverance and organizing
I definitely improved on my open response questions, along with my time management skills towards tests and
quizzes. I worked on all my worksheets and did practice quizzes and tests to get me ready for the upcoming test
or quiz. In XXX's class we had a lot of open response questions, and because of practice and learning to do them
math
I am getting better in history.
I think studying
writing
I improved in social studies.
taking notes
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Is there a course or program that you are interested in and would like to see in place?
Photography.
Not really.
I personally would like a engineering course
I would like to have advanced classes all throughout Middle School instead of just 8th grade. I think that this
Middle School Golf.
No
A film club
no
I would like to see the hockey hall of fame in Toronto.
just more clubs
No
I think foreign language classes should be expanded to 6th Grade because I believe knowing Spanish, French, and
Latin is important for everyone, expanding the languages to 6th Grade could make them more skilled for the
I would like to see a art club or drawing club be created.
I think that it would be cool to have a 4-H in our school.
I do not think there is a course or program that i am interested in to see in the school.
Maybe some sort of drawing club after school
Sutton Middle School Baseball team
No
Not at the moment.
Instead of reviewing the igneous, metamorphic, sedimentary, I would like to learn about simple physics.
no not really
I would like to see Hockey in Sutton because I know a few people who are very passionate about it.
I would like to get a lacrosse team together. That is the one sport that we don't have here that I would like to
I would love a chemistry class in third period to replace research skills
I would like to see a coding class in school
Spanish in seventh grade.
Drop 2 periods and make the other ones longer
I would like to see a health class.
Italy
Computer science
Geography
No because everything that we did this year was good enough.
No I am fine with What i have.
gym for third and maybe a communication class at 6th period.
Spanish
Photography
no
no
I would like to see ski club run longer.
An orchestra or rock climbing or swimming or anything art related that is not in art class.
no
I would like to do a topic on architecture and interior designing. I would like this because I dream of becoming an
I would want a course that has more hands on activities like a class about building objects.
I would like to see a course on Art to learn more and impove.
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I think I would be interested in learning another language. Any language would do, but one that could be useful
throughout our lives would be good, such as Spanish, because it's a very popular language. Another course could
a course on mental health so we know how to take care of our body
No, not really...this is because I don't really have interest in things like this subject.
No
Robotics / Electricity science.
I think a club/course should be like an art one
Language class
Recces
A american history unit.
I would like just a reading class, no english but reading.
Advisory everyday or a little recess 2 or 3 times a week
I think an engineering program because I love building things.
i do not know
I think a STEAM week would be more interesting because art is important too.
an after school soccer club
I think that there should be a hockey club.
I enjoy graphic art and design and I would enjoy an after school club on it.
I do not think there is anything that i could think of right now.
I would like to see a soccer club after school on the football fields.
how to do stuff we would need in the real world I don't see how learning how to write a problem out like A+2=3
A is clearly 1 why do we have to write 5 different problems out just to find what a is, is going to help us i would
No.
Communication that helps us talk with each other so we are not on always on our phones.
Maybe animal science.
I know we probably do this in high school but maybe in health we could actually practice how to and what to do
No not really at the moment so far I've been enjoying school and I wouldn't add anything.
Health as a subject that you have to take and not a 7th period option.
no
robotics or engineering
No
No
yes the club would be engineering club or something
Either photography or culinary arts
Photography Class
Art
Money management and taxes/Life skills.
I would be interested in a medical science course or program.
A club or class on Motors, not electric, GAS
i would like there to be an animation class maybe involved with art.
Yes, I think a class that focused more on things you need to know outside of school would be a great course to
No
Maybe a designing class.
No
No
I think it would be fun to have a class that teaches how to care for animals in a shelter.
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railroad history because i love railroads and trains and how they evolved over time. especially steam trains
because i find them fascinating because of how they were built and how they shaped america
no
A program that is gym for advisement.
Sports Day.
I don't have one right now.
no
applications i math insed of research sills
If I could choose I would probably pick a cooking, baking, or culinery class.
I would wish to add another sport to the list, which would be lacrosse if we can get the oppurtunity.
quiz let
No
I would really like to have the Advisory trial again, but for the whole year.
I do not
I believe that sutton middle school should have a cooking class to help on learning to follow recipes and learn
new things. Some student's parents don't come home until a while after school, so It would be nice if the
students could learn to make things for themselves. It can also open doors for students wanting to be
I would love for the advisory to be everyday. If it works out it would make me so much less stressed. It is also a
I'd love to take graphic design and animation courses.
No I do not have a course or program that I would like.
I don't.
I wish we could have a break period or like an advisory, but more chill and relaxed so we can rest our minds.
Applications of science
I do not know a program that can be used.
I would like to see fencing be a sport at this school or even just a club.
I do not have a answer for this.
No.
I would like to have an Environmental science course, including teaching about the problems facing our planet
I think I would be very interested in a Cooking Class Course. It would be very interesting, and we would use
academics like measurements and chemical reactions. Although this isn't academic, I would really like a middle
no
I would like to have more gym.
more gym in the year
I would like another computer class.
I would like to learn about animals.
a homework helper
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One way Sutton Middle School can improve is....
Having teachers ask kids what they need help on more often.
Do advisory every day. It's a good way to keep kids less stressed and calm down their brains.
By Having more stem projects
Having harder classes for students.
make advisory everyday.
I'm not sure, but I don't like advisory everyday.
The amount of hot lunch we can get
have advisement every day
One way Sutton middle school can improve is letting us have recces because it will give us something to look
give better filed trips for the 6th graders.
I don't think there is much the school could improve on besides making stem week better by giving the kids
Sutton Middle School is good as it is in my opinion.
I think Sutton Middle School can improve by adding advisory to everyday so people won't have to stay after
Sutton middle school could do advisory every day.
One way I think Sutton Middle School can improve is by having us do more activities because when we do it
Having more varieties of sports and things to do.
Make a Sutton Middle School Baseball team
Getting better sports and more sports.
Making the field trips a little more enjoyable (no offense, but all my friends have complained to me about them).
Give us break in the middle of the day.
I think to give just a little bit more freedom to the middle schoolers
I think that maybe we could have less homewrok because I really want to do Cross Country, but I was worried
Planning out the school year better, so we can do stuff that was already planned. (Diseccting frogs)
Making science more hands on instead of mostly paper, and way less homework.
Getting a better Computers teacher
More activities like we had at the end of the year, but throughout the whole year.
its sports
providing more councilors for the students
be able t have our phones in class
more field trips
having recess
we all are getting fat
Having Advisory because if we missed any work during the week we can do it.
Every student has to play a sport.
Having smilie fries every day.
Having breaks
Building a track field, volley ball field/set, or a swimming pool. Any of those things I feel can make our school
not giving as much homework to kids, having advisory every day, having far distance field trips
To have metal detectors that they have at air ports to make sure no one has weapons with them.
Not as much homework would be nice because it wouldn't stress kids out and make them mad.
That we could choose a special for the entire year or doing more fun things that will help us learn in a funner
nothing
Paying more attention to my classes and look into detail on things more.
adding a new sport that can include sixth graders because the sixth graders can only do clubs and cross country,
not to be so seperated in different groups like a social high arcic.
One way to improve Sutton Middle School is changing the time. I think students would 100% benefit from a later
start of school, because we will learn better if we aren't tired and drousy the whole day.
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having time for students to get there energy out
I would say possibly have advisement every day, so we could take a small break from schoolwork. If our brains
could stop working for a small bit of time, then we would not be so stressed.
Be more conected with there students
Having a better ventilation and cooling system.
To make time for things because the 6th grade could not dissect frogs because of poor time management.
have February vacation
Getting recces
by having a schedule for homework for each class so you don't have homework for every class in the same day.
I think the middle school did great. I think of any areas of improvement.
Having snacks always in stock at lunch and not having 3 different types of chips when there is 3 weeks of school
left, also the ice cream went out of stock way back in may which was sad.
In 7th grade let them go to six flags.
have two Advisement's a week all week was too much
It can improve by getting an older friend like a book buddy, so when you're a sixth grader you always have a
better school lunch
By teachers actually explaining things.
The time we have to go to school. Part of the reason I don't like to go to school in the morning is because I'm so
tired, and usually I don't have time to eat. It takes about 4 hours for a brain to fully wake up, and this shows
we could make sports available for sixth grade as well as seventh and eighth.
There should be advisory everyday
XXX he gives us one quick presentation about the subject and then expects us to learn it on our own it doesn't
make sense and its not something easy to focus on and hardly ever gives us work its mostly quizzes
Read "The Outsiders" like mostly every other school!!!!!!!! >:(
The 7th graders next year go to six flags
Giving us time to run around and getting some energy out, letting us be on our best thinking and working skills,
because I know that I have trouble with sitting still for too long and be expected to think straight.
Honestly just the dress code...(in my opinion)
One way I would want to improve Sutton Middle School is maybe to have the buses come a little bit later
because it doesn't come too early just sometimes I know for me and other students its hard to be at the bus stop
By Having better technology like iPads instead of chrome books because at my old school your would rent an
iPads provided by the school for like 50 dollars and then at the end of the school year you would give it back.
Then the next year you would pay like another 50 dollars to rent it again the next year. They would also let us
Checking in more because there are a lot of kids that say things and the kids that receive what they say can be
the field trips
less homework
A 20 Minute outdoors break
more learning opportunities that are about things that aren't a subject
Making the food better
Maybe a bigger selection of instruments and (maybe ***starting school at 8am***)
Less homework or more times for homework.
Make school days start later.
By letting students pick the extra things they want to learn like types of art or culinary.
The band was very confusing with having band lessons right when we have a class. Maybe get another teacher
make their school lunches a bit more better and add recess back for kids exercise and so they can get to know
Having advisory more often so kids have a chance to read and not worry about school.
Putting advisment at the end of the day so we can get work done that we need to because it dosent help getting
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Sutton Middle School can improve by starting school later and ending later so kids are not that tired in the
Sutton Middle School is fine the way it is right now.
Sutton Middle School can improve by not locking the upstairs boys bathroom. It takes longer to get to the
having the time for schools start later.
by having a little bit of a better lunch menu because there is not that big of a variety .
Less homework!
By Having all the teachers strict and funny.
Have a little bit more time in the Halls, Like maybe 6 Minutes.
The Sutton Middle School can improve by maybe having advisory every day.
Don't be so money hungry
Sutton middle school could improve by having diffrant lunch time for the sixth and eighth graders.
By having advisory everyday so that students don't have to wait until Wednesday to recieve extra help. Also
some people aren't able to get rides after school so this would be better.
Getting the choice to have different specials.
Give less Homework
Add a recess period. No jungle gym or anything, just a time in the day (Possibly once a week in advisory's place)
by having more projects.
I think that we could have a little bit more time in each class because sometimes we were rushing because we
had to do two or three things you will have to do that you may not have time to do so we can get be hide
I think Sutton Middle School can improve by talking more about bullying. A lot of students suffer with Anxiety or
Depression, So SMS can teach students about handling Anxiety or Depression.
Having time to be able to talk to teachers when most needed. Such as being able to get help when being
emotional. For example, I have no time to go see a teacher because I would miss too much school work.
Being able to choose which 3rd period classes we'd like! Now, I know 7th graders just got to try it out, but I think
it'd be good for the 6th graders. When the come in, they get a different class to try every week until they've tried
Instead of having advisory one day a week on Wednesday or having it everyday of the week, I think that it should
be two days of the week. Maybe even Tuesday and Thursday. Then it doesn't feel the days are very long but then
I think you can give more time for work a lot of people struggle on.
Giving more time on things such as projects. And please do not give us projects at the end of the year.
Everyone helping to clean.
I believe that having shorter classes it would impact the grades because it is hard for kids to pay attention for
I'm sorry but I do not know.
By having more options for the period where it is communications, chorus or band because I feel like if you do
not want to do anything musical you will have to do communications instead of having more than 1 non musical
Having your Communication classes at th end of the day so students wont be so stressed to pack up after the
by stopping bullying more effectively and precisely, as I have heard that the bullied were sometimes punished
I don't think there is anything that I would want to change. Our school is great jus the way it is.
longer lunch
to do less project.
more gym and more specials
more after school activities.
I would like more afterschool activities.
taking care of problems.
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